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Abstract

In this study, the design and implementation of a ±45° dual polarized base station antenna with improved cross-polarization discrimination (XPD) values are presented. In order to increase the cross polarization, parasitic elements are added to antenna design, which are formed by two orthogonal dipoles above ground plane. The overall antenna and radiator sizes are diminished by using meandered dipoles. The designed compact antenna has VSWR of 2:1 within 1.71-2.69 GHz frequency band, which covers GSM 1800/3G/LTE bands. In the given bandwidth, minimum gain of the designed antenna is 0 dBi within the beamwidth of 120° (± 60°) at azimuth plane (φ = 0°). Minimum XPD value of 2 dB is achieved between 1.71-2.4 GHz for ±60° beamwidth without parasitic elements where XPD values are improved to minimum 10 dB by using thick parasitic elements. The designed antenna is manufactured where return losses for both port 1 and port 2 are measured to be higher than 10 dB, and the isolation between ports is more than 20 dB. In addition, the measured peak gain values are varied between 3 dB and 7 dB in frequency range of 1.71 GHz-2.69 GHz. XPD values are measured better than almost 10 dB in the given frequency band.

1. Introduction

Mobile communication technologies have been rapidly developing. Depending on the mentioned development, new antenna types have been arising or performances of the existing antennas have been increasing. Especially, base station antennas become important elements in these improvements. At the earlier period of mobile communication, GSM signals were carried with only 900 and 1800 MHz frequencies. However, nowadays, mobile communication is widely used at the frequency bandwidth of 1700 – 2700 MHz with the brand 4G technology. Therefore, most of the mobile phones, which are currently used, need to cover the listed frequency bands of such as GSM (800, 900, 1800, and 1900 MHz bands), LTE (1.8, 1.9, 2.1, 2.5 GHz bands). For this purpose, operating frequency bandwidth of the antennas used in base stations is aimed to be between 1.7 GHz and 2.7 GHz. In order to satisfy this kind of wide frequency bandwidth, novel wideband design techniques are implemented.

Diversity techniques are widely used in modern mobile communication systems. The fundamental benefits of the diversity technique can be listed as reducing the effect of multipath propagation and increase in the quality of signal reception. Two antennas, which are usually perpendicular to each other for the purpose of polarization diversity, are placed to give ±45° dual polarization [1]. At least three antennas are placed in the base stations for all space coverage in different geographical and residential scenarios (such as city, suburban and rural areas). Depending on the application and the number of antennas placed on these antennas or an antenna array, the azimuth plane angular beamwidth values vary between 65 and 120 degrees where optimum elevation beamwidth is generally selected as 7 degrees. The azimuth angular beamwidth is usually 65° (θ = ±32.5°) in the city area whose base stations need more than three antennas, while the beamwidth of 120° (θ = ±60°) is usually observed at the base stations in the rural area where three antennas can be enough to cover azimuth plane [2].

In base station applications, the cross polarization discrimination (XPD) between two antennas, which are generally ±45° dual polarized antennas in polarization diversity technique, is a fundamental parameter. Some countries can apply various regulations such as the XPD value is at least 20 dB along the boresight in the azimuth plane along the frequency band and at least 10 dB in the desired beamwidth. In general, two standard dipole antennas, which are placed perpendicular to each other, can provide ±45° dual polarization. Although higher than 9.5 dB XPD value can be obtained by using the perpendicular two dipole antennas within the beamwidth of θ = ±60°, at the azimuth plane (φ = 0° plane), it is only valid at a single frequency. This value is practically low, and it drops quickly when the frequency is outside the narrow frequency band around the center frequency. In literature, there are different types of ±45° dual polarization antennas for base stations (dipole, patch, slit), however; the majority of these studies do not give any results regarding to XPD values [3-9]. Besides, some of these studies, which are also focused on XPD performance in a narrow frequency band, present only XPD values on boresight of azimuth plane or over the principle planes (E-plane and H-plane) of each antenna in antenna pairs [10-13]. Only a couple of studies [14-17] shows XPD performance over the azimuth plane within
wideband frequency and within the beamwidth of $\theta = \pm 60^\circ$. The studies [15] and [17] have significantly large radiators making the practical usage of the antenna in array difficult, and the studies [14] and [16] have not enough bandwidth to cover all desired mobile communication frequencies. For this purpose, the main motivation in this study is to design a $\pm 45^\circ$ dual polarized base station antenna, which provides

- Wide frequency band of 1.71 GHz - 2.69 GHz
- Low reflection loss
- High isolation between ports
- Improved cross-polarization discrimination
- Wide beamwidth
- Moderate gain
- Compact overall size and small radiator size

As the initial design, there are two horizontal microstrip straight dipoles printed on substrates. The substrates (so the dipoles) are aligned perpendicular to each other above a ground plane. The dipole pair on the antenna is fed a microstrip (Robert’s) balun feed structure. In order to increase XPD values to appropriate values, image theory, vertical parasitic elements are added to the antenna by utilizing from image theory. It is observed that thicker parasitic elements results in wider bandwidth. However, since the achieved frequency band is not sufficient, meandered technique on the horizontal dipoles are employed to both reduce antenna dimensions and increase the frequency bandwidth.

In the design and simulation process, CST Microwave program is used. A parametric optimization is employed to adjust the final dimensions on the antenna to get a frequency band between 1.71 GHz and 2.69 GHz frequencies. By using these parameter values, the antenna is simulated, produced and measured.

2. Antenna Design

2.1. Design Theory and Preliminary Designs

When two horizontal straight dipole antennas are configured along $\phi = -45^\circ$ and $45^\circ$ for the axes given in Figure 1, the theoretical cross-polar discrimination (XPD) values on the azimuth plane ($\phi = 0^\circ$ plane in Figure 1) are infinite at boresight and about 9.5 dB at $\theta = \pm 60^\circ$ when there is no ground plane. The addition of ground plane results in image dipoles below ground plane according to the image theory [18]. The current of these image dipoles flow in opposite direction with the original dipoles in Figure 1.

The original horizontal dipoles along with image horizontal dipoles make $E_\theta$ (theta component of electric field) pattern wider and $E_\phi$ (phi component of electric field) pattern narrower at $\phi = 0^\circ$ plane. Therefore, especially at the elevation angles moderately away from boresight at $\phi = 0^\circ$ plane, $E_\theta$ and $E_\phi$ magnitudes can be closer as compared to the case without ground plane. The XPD values at these elevation angles can increase at these elevation angles with the proper selection of height values above ground plane. However, this fact is only valid at a narrow band around resonant frequency of dipoles. Besides, the XPD values within wide beamwidth such as $\theta = \pm 60^\circ$ may exceed just 10 dB practically. Therefore, in order to increase the XPD values, vertical parasitic elements are placed at the points of the dash straight lines on Figure 1. By using the image theory again, these vertical elements (monopoles), which are excited from horizontal dipoles via coupling mechanism without any electrical connections with horizontal dipoles, form vertical dipoles. These vertical dipoles theoretically make no contribution on $E_\phi$ pattern at $\phi = 0^\circ$ plane, and have slight effects on $E_\theta$ pattern at around boresight. However, they provide significant field addition to $E_\phi$ pattern at the elevation angles far away from boresight. Therefore, difference between the magnitudes of $E_\theta$ and $E_\phi$ components at these far away elevation angles becomes much smaller. This effect significantly increases XPD values at these angles; consequently, improves XPD performance within much wider beamwidth. By considering explained theory for the improvement of XPD performance above, an antenna as shown in Figure 2 is initially designed and realized.

![Figure 1: The configuration of two horizontal straight dipoles above ground plane.](image)

![Figure 2: The views of the designed antenna structure with the dimensions in mm (a) Front view (b) Back view.](image)
As shown in Figure 2, all parts/elements (horizontal dipoles, parasitic elements and microstrip balun parts) are implemented on a planar dielectric substrate. The dielectric substrate is selected as Rogers 4003C with thickness of $h = 0.813 \text{ mm}$, dielectric constant of $\varepsilon_r = 3.55$ and tangent loss of $\tan \delta = 0.0027$. The horizontal dipoles on the structure are fed by well-known microstrip (Robert’s) balun as shown in Figure 3. The dimensions of the balun structure given in Figure 3 are optimized and kept constant in the following design steps/antenna versions.

The horizontal dipoles in the structure are taken half-wavelength dipoles with thickness of $2 \text{ mm}$. The parasitic elements are treated as quarter wavelength monopoles with height (length) of $L$. However, they do not touch the ground plane that they are elevated $1 \text{ mm}$ above the ground plane; consequently, the bottom edges of horizontal dipoles are $(L + 1 \text{ mm})$ above PEC ground plane. Since the antenna is desired to operate within a broadband of 1.71-2.69 GHz, the resonant frequencies of dipole and monopole structures are selected at different values. In order to cover 1.71-2.69 GHz, former’s dimension is selected to give resonant at about 2.1 GHz and latter dimension is arranged to have resonant frequency around 2.4 GHz. Therefore, the dipole length is selected as 72 mm, and the length (height) of the monopole is calculated as $L = 31 \text{ mm}$ in Figure 2. All other dimensions given Figure 2 are again calculated from optimization process carried out in CST Microwave Studio 2017. In the preliminary designs, in order to observe the effects of dimensions/positions of parasitic elements on the return loss performance, several trials have been realized. As the initial trial, the thickness (width) of the parasitic element is selected as $W = 2 \text{ mm}$. The position of these parasitic elements is arranged with respect to horizontal dipole such that the center of upper edge of the vertical parasitic element almost has same radial distance with edge of horizontal dipole as shown in Figure 4(a). The return loss and isolation performances of the antenna with configuration in Figure 4(a) are shown in Figure 5. It can be observed from the results in Figure 5 for 1.71-2.69 GHz that although the isolation performance of the antenna is adequate (being more than 30 dB), the return loss performance is not enough.

Due to the insufficient performance which provides 1.7-2.2 GHz frequency band even for 10-dB return loss, different trials by changing width and position of identical parasitic elements are performed. As shown in Figure 4, these modifications are the use of thicker parasitic elements or the shift of these elements in radial direction on the substrate.
However, resonant frequency around 1.7 GHz deviates effect is observed in monopole or dipole antennas [18]. elements give lower resonance frequency where similar of the parasitic elements. As again expected, wider parasitic in the range of 1.6-1.8 GHz belongs to different variations elements. On the other hand, varying resonance frequency dipoles are kept constant for different trials of parasitic mathematical (theoretical) expectation. The stable result the length of the horizontal dipole, which is consistent with diatonic elements. Therefore, parasitic elements should be much extension along outward direction, the total width of the dielectric substrate (given as 80 mm in Figure 2) should be increased accordingly. However, it results in a significant increase in radiator size, which is undesired property in base station arrays. Therefore, in order to extend the parasitic element along inward direction, it is decided to decrease horizontal length of the dipoles in the structures. The shortening of horizontal dipoles is also needed to increase the resonant frequency of horizontal dipole from 2.1 GHz to higher values in order to make effective coverage of the frequency band of 1.71-2.69 GHz. Besides, since the increase in the thickness of the parasitic elements further decrease the resonance frequency below 1.6 GHz, the length (L) of the parasitic elements is also reduced. Even with the modifications of the shortened straight dipoles and shortened and thickened parasitic elements, 10-dB return loss band for 1.71-2.69 GHz could not be achieved with optimization/parametric studies performed in CST when the width of the substrate is fixed to 80 mm such that the mentioned band can be obtained with larger substrate width values, which causes increase in the radiator size of the antenna. In order to keep the radiator size of the antenna as low as possible (consequently to make the antenna as compact as possible), straight horizontal dipoles are replaced with meandered line dipoles. Meander structure, whose design procedures and other relevant information are given in [20] and [21] in detail, is one of the main structures used in the printed antennas to reduce the overall (edge-to-edge) dimension of the monopole/dipole antennas. By using the meandered dipoles as the final modification in the design, end-to-end horizontal dimension of the dipoles is decreased without changing the resonant frequency contributed from dipoles. However, the reduction in the horizontal dimension of the dipoles allows additional extension in the thickness of parasitic elements along radially inward direction instead of outward direction. Therefore, desired bandwidth enhancement can be achieved without increasing the width of the dielectric substrate or the size of the radiators. The antenna structure given in Section 2.1 is optimized again by using shorter but thicker parasitic elements and meandered line dipoles. In the optimization, all parameters including the dimensions of other parts (apart from parasitic elements and dipoles) given in Figure 2 are also used. The dimensions of the final design of the proposed antenna in mm are shown in Figure 7.
As it can be seen from views in Figure 7, since the horizontal length of meandered lines is 17.5 mm, which gives about 59 mm edge-to-edge horizontal distance for dipoles, it is possible to insert thicker parasitic elements in the final design. The height of the substrate (or the height of overall antenna) is also reduced since shorter parasitic elements are employed. Therefore, a reduction in height of the antenna is achieved as compared to preliminary designs that the goal of compactness in size is satisfied. Besides, ground plane with 4 mm thickness has lower dimensions of 140 mm by 140 mm corresponding to almost \( \lambda_0 \) by \( \lambda_0 \) at the center frequency of 2.2 GHz of the desired band. Besides, the radiator size is obtained as \( 80/\sqrt{2} = 56.35 \) mm by \( 80/\sqrt{2} = 56.35 \) mm (\( \lambda_0/2 \) by \( \lambda_0/2 \) at highest frequency of 2.7 GHz).

Figure 8: The simulation results of final design of the proposed antenna for reflection coefficients and isolation.

The return loss and isolation performances of the final design of the proposed antenna are demonstrated in Figure 8. From the results given in Figure 8, the mentioned antenna gives more than almost 10 dB return loss for each port and higher than 30 dB port-to-port isolation within frequency band of 1.75-2.69 GHz. The band for 10-dB return loss of port 1 is slightly shifted to the right as compared to port 2 that the lower frequency of port 1 is approximately 1.75 GHz. Therefore, the return loss and isolation performances of the antenna are found to be sufficient from the realized simulations where the other performances will be given in the next section as well as the comparison with the antennas without parasitic element and with straight dipoles instead of meandered line dipoles.

2.3. Performance Comparison of the Simulation Results

After the design of the proposed antenna is finalized, the performances of the antenna (to be called as antenna 1) are compared with the antenna without parasitic elements (antenna 2) and the antenna with straight dipoles and thin, long parasitic elements (antenna 3). The results of the antenna without parasitic elements are compared to represent the superiority of the usage of these elements. For the antenna without parasitic elements, the simulations are repeated by just removing parasitic elements in the antenna in Figure 7 and keeping other dimensions same. For antenna 3 with straight dipoles and thin, long parasitic elements, the simulation results performed for the antenna given in Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4(a) are considered.

The simulation results of the antenna with and without parasitic elements are given in Figure 9 for reflection coefficients and isolation. For the results of reflection coefficients in Figure 9(a), it is clear that the parasitic elements have significant improvement on the return loss performance. The bandwidth of 10-dB return loss for both ports of the antenna without parasitic elements are much narrower such that the frequency band is about 2.5-2.8 GHz by considering two ports while the mentioned band is between 1.75-2.69 GHz for antenna with parasitic elements.
Figure 9: The comparison of simulation results of the proposed antenna with and without parasitic elements for (a) return loss of each port (b) isolation.

The effect of parasitic elements can be also understood from the resonance frequencies in Figure 9(a). These elements add a resonance frequency on 1.8 GHz and also shift the resonance frequency belonging to horizontal dipole to approximately 2.4 GHz. Therefore, two resonance frequencies provide wide bandwidth. On the other hand, the antenna without parasitic elements has only one resonance frequency around 2.6 GHz, which results in narrow band. When the port-to-port isolation performances in Figure 9(b) are handled, the antenna with parasitic elements also has better performance by giving more than 30 dB isolation within the band of 1.75-2.8 GHz, which is more than 23 dB for the antenna without parasitic elements in the same frequency band. The relevant performances of the antenna with straight dipoles (antenna 3) are not put in Figure 9 since they were given in Section 2.1. Although the isolation performance of this antenna is similar to the antenna in Figure 7, the return loss bandwidth is again narrower (between 1.7-2.2 GHz).

After the return loss and isolation performances are compared, the peak gain values are compared. As being one of the possible drawbacks of the proposed antenna, although the usage of meandered lines instead of straight lines can provide reduction in total length, it can cause drop in the antenna gain [20, 21]. Besides, the usage of thick vertical elements may contribute to gain reduction mechanism. Therefore, the gain values of proposed antenna (antenna 1) and the antenna with straight dipoles and thin parasitic elements (antenna 3) are obtained in order to observe whether the usage of meandered lines and thick parasitic elements brings considerable reduction in the gain or not. The peak gain values of antenna 1 and antenna 3 at some frequencies are given in Table 1. Here, co-pol peak gain values at azimuth plane (ϕ = 0° plane with respect to axes given in Figure 2) are only given where the values for elevation plane (ϕ = 90° plane in Figure 2) are similar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency [GHz]</th>
<th>Ant. 1</th>
<th>Ant. 3</th>
<th>Ant. 1</th>
<th>Ant. 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>7.21</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>7.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>6.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>4.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the results in Table 1 are examined, it can be stated that although the peak gain values of antenna 3 are slightly higher than those of antenna 1 at lower frequencies up to 2.4 GHz, the gain performance of antenna is better at higher frequencies in the band. Besides, it is shown that the meandered lines and thick parasitic elements do not cause significant gain drop where antenna 1 has at most 0.5 dB lower gain values. The proposed antenna is found to give between 2.6 dBi and 7.3 dBi gain within the frequency band of 1.71-2.69 GHz. When it is considered that base station antennas are generally used in arrays, which provides larger ground plane, the single element realized gain of the proposed antenna will probably increase when used in array. The 3-dB beamwidth values of antenna 1 are found to be minimum 78 degrees. Therefore, the proposed antenna can approximately give at least 13 dBi peak gain when it is used in 11 × 1 array in order to obtain optimum elevation beamwidth of 7 degrees described in Section 1.

As the final comparison, the gain and XPD performances of the antennas are handled within the beamwidth of 120° (θ = ±60°) at azimuth plane (ϕ = 0°). The corresponding simulation results of all antennas for the mentioned performances are presented in Table 2. From the results for 120° beamwidth and 1.71-2.69 GHz, the proposed antenna is shown to be superior to the antenna without parasitic elements in terms of minimum gain and XPD. The minimum gain and XPD increase to 0 dBi and 7 dB respectively by using parasitic elements which are just -9.5 dBi and 2 dB for antenna 2. Besides, the proposed antenna has minimum XPD of 10 dB for the band of 1.71-2.4 GHz,
which is still 2 dB for antenna 2. Therefore, the usage of the parasitic elements is verified to improve XPD performance.

Table 2: The comparison of gain and XPD performances of all antennas at azimuth plane (\(\phi = 0^\circ\)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimum Gain for 1.71-2.69 GHz within beamwidth of 120° [dBi]</th>
<th>Ant. 1</th>
<th>Ant. 2</th>
<th>Ant. 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum XPD for 1.71-2.69 GHz within beamwidth of 120° [dB]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum XPD for 1.71-2.4 GHz within beamwidth of 65° [dB]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results for the beamwidth of 65°, which can be the case for city area as explained in Section 1, are also given in Table 2. XPD results of antenna 1 and antenna 2 are close that the usage of parasitic elements does not considerable effect on XPD performance for 65° beamwidth. This result is reasonable with the explanation given in Section 1 that the addition of vertical parasitic element is expected to improve XPD values at the elevation angles far away from boresight. Therefore, the parasitic elements are observed to give almost same XPD values up to \(\theta = \pm32.5^\circ\), and to improve XPD values for the elevation angles greater than 32.5° (up to \(\theta = \pm60^\circ\)). Consequently, the proposed antenna with parasitic elements enhances XPD performance over wider beamwidth in azimuth plane.

When the results of antenna 1 and antenna 3, where the latter still uses parasitic elements with thinner width, are considered, similar XPD performances are calculated. Therefore, it is also concluded that the thickness of vertical parasitic elements is not a crucial parameter to effect XPD improvement. Instead, it has great importance in the enhancement of the return loss bandwidth such that realized minimum gain performance of antenna 1 is found to be better than both antenna 2 and antenna 3.

3. Manufacturing and Measurement Results

3.1. Manufacturing Steps

In order to verify the design given in Figure 7, the proposed antenna is fabricated. The manufacturing of the antenna contains three main steps, which are the fabrication of antenna parts above ground, form of the ground plane, and the assembly of antenna parts, ground plane and SMA connectors. As described in the design of the antenna; the printed meandered dipoles, parasitic elements and microstrip balun structures are placed on the substrates, which are placed mutually perpendicular to each other and ground plane. The material of Rogers RO4003C (\(h = 0.813\ mm, \varepsilon_r = 3.55, \tan\delta = 0.027\)) given in the design is selected as a substrate in the manufacturing. As the first step of the manufacturing, the parts on RO4003C are produced. The second step of the manufacturing is about the ground plane and SMA connectors’ assembly. In the design and simulations, ground plane is selected as perfect electric conductor (PEC) with the thickness of about 4 mm. However, a copper plate with the dimensions of 140 mm × 140 mm × 4 mm becomes too heavy for the production and especially for pattern measurement systems. Therefore, in the ground plane production, pure copper plate is replaced with the plates of FR4 material having nearly 35 μm copper thickness values on each side in order to get much lighter antenna in weight. In order to get suitable ground thickness at approximately 4 mm, two pieces of double-sided FR4 substrate each having 1.65 mm total thickness are connected to each other and soldered. Thus, a ground plane having almost 3.3 mm thickness is constituted that the manufactured antenna becomes lighter and more compatible with the measurement setup. The ground plane is drilled with 0.635 mm radius, and inner parts of SMA connectors are passed through the ground. Then, SMA connectors are soldered to the microstrip balun and ground. As being third and final step, antenna parts are soldered and combined with ground and SMA connectors. Finally, the realization of the antenna is completed as depicted in Figure 10.

Figure 10: The photographs of the manufactured antenna.
3.2. Measurement Results and Comparison with Simulation Results

After the manufacturing steps of the antenna given in Section 3.1 are completed, the performances (return loss, isolation, gain, XPD and radiation patterns) of the fabricated antenna are measured. All measurements are carried out in Antenna and Microwave Laboratory of Yasar University. The measurement of S-parameters (return loss and isolation) is done with Keysight N9912A Fieldfox RF Analyzer as shown in Figure 11(a), and radiation pattern measurements are realized with Dreamcatcher pattern measurement system [22], which includes N9912A RF analyzer as depicted in Figure 11(b).

Figure 11: The photographs of the measurement setup for (a) S paramaters (b) Gain and radiation patterns.

The measurement results of the manufactured antenna for reflection coefficients of both ports and isolation are presented in Figure 12(a) and Figure 12(b), respectively, along with the simulation results of the same antenna given in Figure 8 for comparison. For the reflection coefficients of both ports, the measurement and simulation results are consistent that there is only about 0.1 GHz shift between results which gives about 4% deviation. This discrepancy is possibly caused by manufacturing errors such as production tolerance, assembly or soldering errors. According to measurement results, the proposed antenna have 10-dB return loss (RL) band of 1.8-2.8 GHz.

Figure 12: The comparison of measurement and simulation results of the proposed antenna for (a) return loss of each port (b) isolation.

In terms of isolation performance, the simulation and measurement results are in moderate agreement where the differences in the responses are again due to manufacturing errors. The measurement results reveal that the antenna has more than 25 dB port-to-port isolation at the band of 1.7-2.8 GHz except the region between 2.01 GHz and 2.16 GHz at which the isolation is better than 20 dB. Thus, the proposed antenna is found to give higher than 20 dB isolation within the frequency band of 1.7-2.8 GHz.

As the next performance analysis, radiation patterns, gain, XPD values of the proposed antenna is measured. In the measurement of gain values with the technique in [15], a reference wideband antenna of Aaronia Hyperlog 60180 is also used [23]. The unnormalized gain patterns are shown in Figure 13 for two sample frequencies of 1.8 GHz and 2.4 GHz, which are important frequencies in base station application that former frequency belongs to GSM 1800 and latter is used Wi-Fi. Here, co-polar and cross-polar realized gain patterns of port 1 are given for both measurement and simulation where the results for port 2 are also similar.
Figure 13: The measured and simulated co-polar and cross polar realized gain patterns in dBi for port 1 at (a) 1.8 GHz (b) 2.4 GHz (sim: simulation, meas: measurement).

It can be seen from the patterns in Figure 13, measured and simulated patterns match well except backlobes of the co-polar patterns where backlobe gain is about -40 dBi in the simulations while they are just -10 dBi and -20 dBi for 1.8 GHz and 2.4 GHz for the measurement, respectively. The reason of these differences is the usage of two double-sided FR4 plates for the ground plane in order to decrease the weight of the antenna as explained in Section 3.1. Therefore, the ground plane effect in measurement is not observed as strong as in simulations where full PEC plate is used for ground plane. However, backlobe level is not a significant specification considered in base station antenna due to the fact that backed metal reflectors are generally inserted between antennas placed in different sectors. Thus, backlobe level is effectively suppressed with these metal structures. Gain and radiation performances at mainlobe or especially within 120° beamwidth are more crucial characteristics to notice where proposed antenna is in very good agreement with simulation results in this angle range.

The peak co-pol gain values for the patterns of port 1 are measured as approximately 6.5 dBi and 3 dBi at 1.8 GHz and 2.4 GHz, respectively. When peak gain values for the simulation are examined from Table 1, these gain values are also consistent with the simulated ones. When the frequency band of 1.71-2.69 GHz is considered, the peak co-pol realized gain varies between 2.9 dBi and 6.8 dBi. After the measurement of gain patterns, the XPD performance of the antenna is obtained. XPD values in dB are extracted by taking the difference between co-pol and cross-pol gain patterns (in dBi) at Figure 13. The corresponding XPD patterns for port 1 are depicted in Figure 14 within the beamwidth of 120° (θ = ±60°) at the same frequencies. The XPD values are measured to have more than 20 dB for the angles around boresight at these frequencies. The proposed antenna provides more than 10 dB XPD within 120° beamwidth for 1.71-2.4 GHz band, which is same result obtained from simulations as given in Table 2. When the frequency band of 1.71-2.69 GHz and both ports are considered, the antenna is measured to give at least 8.5 dB XPD value for 120° beamwidth.

Figure 14: The measured and simulated XPD patterns for port 1 at (a) 1.8 GHz (b) 2.4 GHz.
4. Discussion

As explained in Section 1, although there are many studies about ±45° dual polarization antennas for base stations, only a few of these studies examines the XPD performance. In this section, the performance results of the proposed antenna are only compared with those of the studies taking XPD into consideration, and the advantages of the proposed antenna over other antennas are aimed to present. For this purpose, a comparison is provided in Table 3, which includes as many performance characteristics as possible. Here, the performance values shown on the other rows of Table 3 are given for the frequency ranges of the antennas stated in the first row.

Table 3: Comparison of antennas in this study and the antennas in other relevant references.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band (10 dB RL) [GHz]</th>
<th>This study</th>
<th>[14]</th>
<th>[15]</th>
<th>[16]</th>
<th>[17]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Isolation [dB]</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Gain Range [dBi]</td>
<td>2.9-6.8</td>
<td>2.4-1</td>
<td>8.1-8.9</td>
<td>2.5-6(1)</td>
<td>7.8-8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum XPD in 120° beam [dB]</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>20(2)</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Size [cm×cm]</td>
<td>14×14</td>
<td>5.8×5.8</td>
<td>14×14</td>
<td>15×15</td>
<td>14×14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiator Size [cm×cm]</td>
<td>5.7×5.7</td>
<td>4.5×4.5</td>
<td>14×14</td>
<td>5.7×5.7</td>
<td>14×14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) The gain range for 1.7-2.5 GHz
(2) Only for center frequency of 2.6 GHz

When the comparative results in Table 3 are examined, the proposed antenna has much wider bandwidth and higher peak gain values as compared to the studies of [14] and [16]. The isolation and XPD performances of [14] and [16] are observed to be better than the proposed antenna. However, the isolation and XPD values for [14] and [16] within the frequency band of 1.7-2.7 GHz are probably much lower than those given in Table 3, and are expected to be close to these of the proposed antenna within 1.7-2.7 GHz frequency band. When the results of this study and the studies in [15] and [17] both having similar wide bandwidth of 1.7-2.7 GHz are compared, the antennas in [15] and [17] are superior to the proposed antenna in terms of isolation, gain and XPD values. However, these antennas have very severe drawback of having large radiator size. Their radiator sizes are about 2.5 times larger than the size of the proposed antenna, which brings more than λ₀ × λ₀ at the highest frequency of 2.7 GHz. Thus, by considering that the antenna arrays should be used along elevation (vertical) axis in base station antennas, this large size can cause significant grating lobes and multipath fading in elevation plane. The antennas in [15] and [17] might be appropriate when they are used as single antenna (without any array configuration) in the applications such as indoor mobile communication. Thus, as compared to the studies in [14-16], the proposed antenna can be concluded to have optimum performance in terms of frequency bandwidth, isolation, cross-polarization discrimination at azimuth plane and radiator size.

5. Conclusions

This study explains the design, production and results of a ±45° dual polarized antenna, which can be used in base station applications for GSM 1800/3G/LTE bands. The antenna consists of two printed and meandered dipoles perpendicular to each other above the ground plane to have a compact structure. In order to increase XPD value, which is a crucial parameter in dual polarized antennas, vertical parasitic elements acting as monopole are added. The realized antenna is measured to give more than 10 dB return loss and 20 dB isolation in the 1.8-2.8 GHz band. Besides, the minimum XPD values are enhanced to 8 dB and 10 dB for the beamwidth of 120° within the frequency bands of 1.7-2.7 GHz and 1.7-2.4 GHz, respectively where they are just 2 dB without parasitic elements. The gain values in the band are varied between 2.9 dBi and 6.8 dBi.

As compared to similar studies, the proposed antenna optimally provides wide frequency bandwidth, compact radiator size, better gain values, and sufficient XPD/port isolation performances. As a future work, the performance of the proposed antenna is going to be investigated in the array (such as 2 × 1 array or 4 × 1 array) in order to be more appropriate for antennas used in base station applications.
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